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THE GREATER SYDNEY COMMISSION 
 
 

DRAFT NORTH DISTRICT, WEST CENTRAL DISTRICT AND 
WEST DISTRICT PLANS 

 
 
 

SUBMISSION 
 

Prepared by: Graeme Dodds 28/3/2017 
Without Prejudice 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Firstly, I must congratulate the Greater Sydney Commission for the preparation of the above plans. This 
form of overarching, long term visionary planing for the Sydney Basin is long overdue. 
 
My major concern with visionary planning over the longer term is that at some point it conflicts with 
political planning and politics usually always wins.  
 
Just a few days prior to your release of the above draft plans I was finalising a submission to Hornsby 
Council in regard to the residential subdivision of 240 ha of land known as South Dural Precinct and the 
exhibition period was to close on the 2nd of December, so did not have time to review the above Draft 
District Plans in any detail and submitted my submission on the 2nd Dec. 
 
The South Dural submissions focused on four key areas including ingress and egress (roads), water supply, 
education and environmental protection. While the attention to roads were particularly pertinent to the 
proposed South Dural Development the eastern link road from Dural to Hornsby via Quarry Road (refer 
P6, Items 48-52) is a critical piece of access road to link the proposed rural urban residential dwellings to 
the east and rail transport, Hornsby Hospital, schools etc. and bypassing New Line Road, Cherry brook and 
Pennant Hills. 
 
However, all the matters addressed in the South Dural proposal are all relevant to the Draft Commission 
plans as they relate to the Draft District Plans for urban rural residential development. 
 
In particular my vision for a new Performing Arts College, on land owned by the NSW Education 
Department in Hills Shire Council LGA at Dural which falls within the proposed Draft North District Plan. 
Refer to pages 11-13. The relevant references to the Draft North District Plan are noted on page 13 of my 
South Dural Submission.  
 
However, I was able to briefly review the above Draft District Plans and able to include some relevant 
references to the District plans in the submission for the South Dural Precinct. I have attached a copy of my 
submission to Hornsby Council as part of my submission to The Greater Sydney Commission. 
 
To my surprise, my submission to Council is in lock step with many of the Commissions key Sustainable 
Priorities for managing the metropolitan Urban Rural Residential Areas. A part of that proposal focused on 
prohibiting the creeping residential sub-division development into unsuitable and unsustainable 
environments.   
 
My background and experience related to the issues in the Submission to Hornsby Council are not repeated 
hear. I am happy discuss any aspect of this paper at any time. Also, I do not wish to duplicate the 
information in the Council Submission, accept for a few key items but provide additional and or expanded 
information for my vision for a Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone. 
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MY VISION FOR NORTHERN SYDNEY ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ZONE 
My vision, in light of the recently released plans from The Greater Sydney Commission for the Draft 
Northern, West Central and a small part of the Western District Plans, would, in effect, form a planning 
overlay across the urban rural areas of these Districts. Refer to Google map page 15 and on the Google 
KMZ File on the CD where it can be enlarged. The supporting text is found from page 14 to 21. 
 
My boundaries are only conceptual, but similar to the commission draft plans, except that my eastern 
boundary, combining both districts in the overlay, is generally along the Pacific Highway (further east is 
mainly reserves and or national parks) to Berowra and across country to Dural.  
 
My current western boundary north from Glenhaven mainly follows Cattai Creek to the Hawkesbury River 
the Commission has followed the LGA boundary between The Hills and Hawkesbury Councils. 
 
Where avoidable, I do not favour using main roads (or any road for that matter) as a planing boundary, 
unless there are no other options i.e. creeks, reserve boundaries etc. as totally incompatible development 
usually ends up on the other side of the road. Following further consideration my western concept 
boundary and the draft commission boundary I feel both could go further west as detailed below. 
 
Could the commission consider continuing the southern boundary across Boundary Road along Old pit 
Town road to the boundary of Scheyville National Park, (with a heritage history spanning more than 200 
years) follow the park boundary around and back to Old Pitt Town Road and along Old Pitt Town Road to 
the Old Stock Route along the Old Stock Route to Cattai Road and along Cattai road about 300 m to Long 
Creek and then along the Creek to the Hawksbury River. 
 
It would then follow my concept north boundary west to Wilberforce, then along the Putty Road and 
Singleton road to Colo where it joins the Hawkesbury River. This western extension (as does the Box Hill 
& Scheyville extensions) was intended to include and preserve the arable farmland still existing in the north 
west corner of the basin and would be part of the tourist and school excursion trips.  
 
Maintaining and servicing roads for solely urban rural residential development is costly for councils to 
maintain, water and power reticulation is costly to install and maintain, with relatively low density and 
small rate returns.  
 
However, I believe this environmental protection zone (from residential subdivision) has great potential as 
a rural food bowl for low volume fresh and specialised foods, plant production (one of the last remaining 
major industries in the districts), and limited commerce and industry and expanded education and tourism.  
 
I believe we have the opportunity to develop a region, different from, but similar to, the Hunter Valley 
Wineries, but most likely without the grapes! 
 
I have made an initial attempt to address this vision in detail in the South Dural Submission but it needed 
much more fleshing out. If you can bring a Vision to a reality, 

 
 
However, spreading the urban rural residential zone over more then one LGA without uniform controls is 
simply a recipe for a competitive planning disaster between councils. It is unlikely that any council 
involved would want boundary changes for the economic reasons noted above and politically, from the 
amalgamations saga, it is unlikely to happen. 
 
However I have outlined a methodology below of how I believe my vision could be achieved in 
harmony with the Commissions Draft District plans.  
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IT IS HOWEVER CRITICAL, TO ENSURE CONSISTENT URBAN RURAL RESIDENTIAL 
PLANNING AND OTHER RELATED SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE DRAFT DISTRICTS, 
THAT A COMMON LEP MUST BE ADOPTED, IRRESPECTIVE OF THE LGA IN WHICH THEY 
ARE LOCATED  
 
This can be achieved by applying a Local Environmental Plan and Sustainability Overlay (LEPSO) 

prevent future amendments being made, but must be done via and with the approval of the Commission and 
apply to the entire overlay. This would in effect be the equivalent of my vision for a Northern Sydney 
Environmental Protection Zone as outlined in my South Dural submission. 
 
This overlay area could be known as The Sydney Northern Hills. 
 
While there are many development constraints within the proposed LEPSO zoning district including, but 
not limited to: 

 Sustainability 

 Topography 
 Rainfall 

 Rocky terrain 
 Rural residential uses versus production horticultural and agricultural uses 
 Commercial uses outside village perimeters (road side stalls, art galleries, rural industries and 

catering and accommodating visitors and tourists etc.) 
 Water harvesting and storage 
 Large areas are not arable 
 Bushfire prone 
 Existing bushland cover 
 Habitat areas 

 Reserves and national parks 
 Historic and heritage areas  
 Zoning 
 Lot sizes 

 Road infrastructure and access 
 Power infrastructure  
 Water infrastructure, potable, harvested and sewerage systems, 
 Transport 
 Maintaining vistas  

 Existing villages 
 
However, the vision and potential for development of a unique tourist district is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity for greater northern part of the Sydney basin which far out weights the constraints. 
 
WHAT IS OUT AND WHAT IS IN A LEPSO FOR GREATER SYDNEY? 
I have briefly addressed some of these matters in the South Dural Development proposal to Hornsby 
Council Refer Page 14 -21 of the proposal under the headings of Introduction, Protection Zone Perimeter, 
Protection and Future Development Mix, Vistas, Rainfall and Water, Tourism and future Tourist 
Attractions 
 
My references to the Greater Sydney Commission Draft Northern, West-Central and West District Plans, 
Actions and Priorities are provided in the above reference which supports my vision for a Northern Sydney 
Protection Zone in step with the Commissions Draft District plans. 
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I note there are some minor variations between the commission draft districts plans involved in this 
submission. I feel it is essential that where possible the Actions and Priorities are identical in the 
above Districts for planning purposes.  
 
What is out? 

1. Any subdivision of lots of any size for urban residential housing 
2. No subdivision of existing individual lots into lots of less than 2ha outside the determined village 

boundaries for any use.  
3. Any further subdivision of existing lots of any size unless permitted by this LEPSO. Second 

the LEPSO. 
4. Any further residential expansion of  existing urban rural village areas  
5. Village lots smaller the 600 m2 and possibly larger where on site sewer disposal is required and or 

necessary. 
6. Any commercial/industrial development in or outside villages not permitted by the LEPSO lot 

zoning 
7. Construction of rural residential houses on Lots in fire prone areas without appropriate controls as 

required by this LEPSO 
8. High density SEPP 5 developments 

perimeters, in effect creating de facto residential subdivisions in rural urban residential areas. 
 
Savings: 
1. Does not affect existing lots or currently approved subdivisions outside the village boundaries, as  

determined by the LEPSO 
2. Does not affect existing lots or currently approved subdivision of lots outside the village 

boundaries as determined by the LEPSO for rural residential or other currently approved lot uses 
3. Does not affect existing lots with current subdivision approval 
4. The final village boundaries will be determined by the LEPSO and only permit urban residential 

development within these boundaries 
5. Existing residential lot sizes less than 600 m2 in villages with onsite disposal. The future minimum 

size lots with onsite treatment and disposal (aerated process) will be 600m2 and larger if required to 
ensure the minimum area is provide for irrigated disposal of effluent without runoff 

6. Generally, will not apply to existing enterprises but future replacement additions or expansion may 
be restricted to comply with the LEPSO lot assessment below 

7. Generally, will not apply to existing urban rural residential lots but future replacement and or 
additions, expansion or upgrades, (where the increasing residential building footprint by more than, 
(say, 30%) they may be restricted to, and or required to, comply with the LEPSO lot assessment 
below 

8. SEPP 5 developments are an important part of the housing mix for an ageing population. some 
people will wish to have a tree change and move away for the area while others will wish remain in 
the area they have lived in for years and just down size and be close to family, friends, medical 
facilities, churches and local shops. SEPP 5 developments are not affordable housing for old 
people. 
 
However, the way SEPP 5 is applied in urban rural areas needs some urgent review, particularly in 
respect of this proposed LEPSO. Round Corner is a classic case of SEPP 5 out of control. 
 
Round Corner has an aged care facility facing old northern Road, a large adjoining over 55 village 
along the full length of the southern village boundary on several ha, a second one, the southwest 
corner of the village on 2ha, jointing the first one, in the last stages of construction. 
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A third village on 2ha, still under construction, and joining the second one occupy the whole 
western boundary of the Dural Village.  I also am aware of a rumour that the first village above 
may be progressively replaced with much higher density and taller buildings. 
 
The density of the third project is not in keeping with urban rural villages or development and open 
space seems to be minimal on a 2ha lot. It would seem unlikely that this density would be approved 
for a rural residential village. Further a developer is in the process of trying to gain approval for a 
SEPP 5 development on some 8ha on the eastern side of the round corner village.  
 
Where will this stop? These developments are not appropriate at the density and quantity for 
providing seniors housing in urban rural residential zones and are very expensive residential 
housing. 
 
Therefore, SEPP 5 in the proposed LEPSO must not allow additional SEPP 5 development to join 
existing SEPP 5 Developments. The total number of residential units (independent living and aged 
care) should not exceed 50% of the resident accommodation dwellings in the associated village. 
The minimum sized village which a SEPP 5 can be associated with (adjacent to) should have a 
minimum of 50 residential dwellings.  
   

What is in? 
In order to address the constraints noted above and the ever changing topography and terrain that in some 
areas almost varies from lot to lot, bulk zoning of lots is generally not appropriate (as occurs in most other 

the LEPSO needs individual assessment. 
 
This assessment could be done on a needs basis for any planning proposals for new lots, redevelopment of 
lots where the floor area or footprint will exceed 30% of the existing dwelling, or other structures, proposed 
additions to lots e.g. adding a separate/detached dwelling with a floor greater than 250 m2, change of use of 
lots and sale of improved and or vacant lots. 
 
This one-off assessment for zoning lots should be done independently of Councils by the NSW Department 
of Planning and assessment by the rural fire service, on a scaled fee for service basis in order to ensure 
uniform sustainable development. 
 
There are existing residential villages at Round Corner, Kenthurst, Dural, Galston, and Glenorie and the 
village at Wilberforce if this area is included in the final LEPSO plan. Only Round corner, Galston and 
Glenorie have reticulated sewerage disposal at present. 
 
The boundaries of these villages must to be confirmed in the Commissions Final District Plans in order that 
are no further urban residential development applications for rezoning outside the approved village 
boundaries is permitted 
 
Therefore, the zoning of lots for rural urban residential and other commercial uses must consider and be 
based on but not limited to, or in any specific order or priority:  

1. Lot size 
2. Topography 
3. Terrain 
4. Arable area 
5. Maintaining vistas  
6. Bush fire risk 
7. Heritage impacts 
8. Habitat 
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9. Potable water access 
10. Water harvesting and reuse 
11. Building envelope/s for any structure/s 
12. Impact on other adjacent lots 
13. Conflicting uses on adjacent lots, and  
14. Sustainability.    

 
Details: 

1. Lot Sizes:  
The Minimum size lots for any development outside of village precincts would be 2ha and lots less 
than 4ha mainly used for rural residential and or small scale operations involving horticulture and 
or agriculture, horses, animals etc. 
 
Exiting larger lots should be preserved and lots over 4 ha that have sufficient building envelops, 
suitable terrain and topography and not suitable for horticulture or agriculture may be considered 
for community or cluster housing subject or other uses permitted under the proposed LEPSO and in 
compliance with other requirements below. 
 

2. Topography:              
A large portion of the LEPSO is steep rugged slopes crossed by deep gullies. A considerable 
amount of the land has limited uses and restricted building envelops, due to tree and dense 
undercover and exposure to bushfire risks, water sustainability and neighbouring national parks 
and most likely only suitable for rural residential dwellings. 
 
The larger lots have more flexibility and may have larger open spaces and arable areas on ridges 
and flatter areas exist along the toe of the ridge towards the bottom of the basin. These lots will 
have more potential for horticultural and agricultural pursuits. 

 
3. Terrain: 

The terrain except for the arable areas is generally mild to steeply undulating with exposed rocky 
out crops and bush covered. Extensive clearing may be required for urban rural residential 
construction if sufficient setbacks for fire protection are to be provided. 
 
Since the major reduction in lot sizes to 2ha, and horticultural and agricultural activity generally 
reducing in the Sydney basin many previously open arable areas may now be covered in regrowth. 
Zoning would need to include the removal of regrowth if the lots were to be used horticultural and 
agricultural production. 
 

4. Arable Areas: 
The mainly western facing slopes of the northern end of the basin, mainly sandstone and shale with 
some; usually shallow patches, of open arable areas, bisected by steep tree and understorey lined 
gullies. These areas are mainly suited to urban rural residential uses including domestic scale 
horticulture, horse grazing, chickens, goats, etc. Collection and storage of water for irrigation is 
likely to be very limited.      
 
Lots with larger open and flat to mildly undulating arable areas, and deeper A Horizon soils may be 
suitable for urban rural residential uses and small scale horticultural and or agricultural farm gate 
production, (fruit trees, strawberries, vegetables, ornamental plants etc.) The limitation is likely to 
be insufficient water supply for irrigation. Refer below. 
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Larger fully arable and generally level lots, particularly along the toe of the slopes at the junction 
of basin floor, may be suitable for larger commercial horticultural and agricultural production, 
farming, nurseries etc. These areas may have access to creeks and rivers for irrigation or access to 
harvested water reticulation as noted below.  
 

5. Maintaining Vistas  
The vistas along the ridge top roads must be protected. All new building construction must be 
located so the roof line, boundary fences, trees or shrubs does not interrupt the existing vista from a 
car travelling along the road, i.e., say, 1m above the centre line of the road, and clear views are 
maintained from lookouts, parks, cafés, restaurants etc.  
 
Fencing, planting of trees and or shrubs would be prohibited where they would block the existing 
vistas. This would particularly apply to Old Northern Road from Dural to Wisemans Ferry with 
spectacular views across the Sydney basin and valleys. Other vistas providing views across valleys 
and water courses (including private properties) should be considered for preservation. 
 

6. Bushfire Risk 
We must stop building houses on the edge narrow ridges and in bush gullies where they are 
exposed to bushfires and risk the lives of the residents and firefighters trying to protect dwellings, 
which should not have been approved in the first place. Thousands of houses have been constructed 
in Hornsby, Cherrybrook, Dural, Kenthurst and many other areas that are unnecessarily exposed to 
bushfires risks. 
 
All residential properties in the environment protection zone must have specified cleared setbacks 
from bushland of, say, minimum of 30 m and up to 50+ m in higher risk areas and in addition, meet 
the bushfire zone building codes and may require mandatory roof sprinkler systems in critical areas 
 

7. Heritage Impacts 
The proposed LEPSO area includes some of the oldest developments dating from early settlement 
along Old Northern Road Old. Existing houses and other early building and structures must be 
preserved and where possible restored and or repurposed. 
 

8. Habitat 
One of the ways to protect habitat is to carefully consider the risk to the habit by construction of 
large rural urban dwellings and (other buildings) on the sides of and or in narrow tree lined gullies 
and valleys with dense understory growth. In particular, control of run-off water velocity and soil 
erosion should be addressed during construction and long term. All the other matters in this section 
still need to addressed 
 
Where appropriate the construction of for water harvesting and recycling should be permitted in 
relation to achieving sustainability for the lot development. Weirs and water collection basins, if 
properly constructed, can enhance the habitat for many species by providing stable environmental 
conditions. 
 
For other construction on more open and or larger lots, once the building envelops/s, setbacks (for 
fire protection) and useable land (arable and open spaces) have been determined the remainder of 
the lots (the gullies, and valleys) should be considered environmental protection zones. 
 
The environmental protection zone would prohibit access of four wheeled drive vehicles, quad 
bikes and powered and or pedal trail bikes. Only (private) waking trails would be permitted. 
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9. Potable Water Access 
Access to reticulated potable varies considerably across the proposed LEPSO area. The elevated 
tower at Dural was constructed c. 1936 and primarily services the villages at Round Corner, 
Kenthurst, Dural, Galston and Glenorie via mains along the main roads. Parts of Annangrove also 
have access to the reticulation mains from Kenthurst Road. 
 
Addition ground level storage is located adjacent to the corner of New Line Road and Old Northern 
Roads. These tanks are supplied by the rising main from Ryde Pumping Station. 
Many other properties have access to the reticulated water where properties are adjacent to the 
location of the mains servicing the villages and branch mains have been provided in many side 
roads.  
 
There are other potable supplies to properties in along the mainly western boundary of the 
proposed LEPSO along the toe and floor of the basin from Glenhaven, Nelson, Maraylya, Cattai 
and the rural village of Wilberforce. 
 
It would be very costly, given the rugged terrain and relatively low population densities to provide 
any major extensions to the existing potable water reticulation system within the proposed LEPSO 
boundaries.  
 
Therefore, any new development for rural urban residential projects on 2ha lots or larger (including 
cluster or common title) or supporting commercial enterprise development that is outside the 
current potable service are will have to be self-sustaining in regard to drinking and ablution water 
supply.  
 
It is environmentally unsustainable and uneconomic to use reticulated potable water for any form 
of horticultural or agricultural uses, except in small residential garden uses, stock watering and 
topping up swimming pools. And even these uses can usually be met by harvesting rain water. 
Refer Sustainability below.     
 

10. Water Harvesting and Reuse  
This is a vital key to the sustainability of any form of horticultural and agricultural pursuits 
including urban rural residential gardens, small scale farm gate production and farming, nurseries, 
and larger commercial horticultural and agricultural production in the proposed LEPSO area. 
 
The broad vision and issues are discussed, including the unique weather patterns in the Sydney 
Basin, in the South Dural Submission and not repeated here. This includes the issues of water 
availability and the potential constraints on productivity of small lots with no access to a water 
source except reliance on rainfall. 
 
In my review to date of the Draft Commission District Plans (North District, West Central District 
and West District) in respect of the urban rural areas there does not seem the be any reference to 
rainfall and the unique weather patterns in the Sydney Basin.  
 
The key issue is not so much the annual rainfall but the uniformity of the monthly rainfall patterns 
which often reflect drought conditions in the Sydney Basin and the ability to harvest and store the 
water when it is available. Availability and reliability of harvesting runoff water is totally 
dependent on rainfall patterns and the Harvestable Rights for land holders under the Water Act 
2014. Refer to information in the attached South Dural Submission, Pages 16-20. 
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Drought conditions involve other factors such as land use, temperature, wind etc. in addition to 
rainfall. Bahr, V. J, Armstrong, J. G, et al. 1979, Climatic Survey Sydney  Region 5, NSW: 
Bureau of Meteorology ork by Foley (1957), Gibbs, 
and Maher (1967), that extended periods of Decile 1 (or less) rainfall events approximate drought 
conditions. Using these criteria, drought conditions occur almost annually in many areas in the 
western Sydney basin for periods of up to 50 consecutive days or more based on daily weather 
data.  

 
Viability and sustainability of future development in the proposed LEPSO area, including urban 
rural residential gardens (2ha plus Lots), farm gate production, commercial agriculture and 
horticultural pursuits, active sports facilities and other purposes and uses, must consider the 
availability of water for these uses (excluding potable water as noted above) and any development 
must be related to the potential to harvest runoff water. 
 
We are very efficient in disposing of rainfall as stormwater is considered nuisance product in urban 
areas but very poor in harvesting water for irrigation, sporting fields and rural residential use or 
even modest horticultural production.  

 
Currently, on the floor of the Sydney basin, particularly in the south western areas where urban 
subdivision is rapidly over taking old, (and mainly now non-productive) food production farming 
areas, the dams are being bulldozed and filled in and replaced by housing developments. 
 
When all the harvested water storage is gone the councils have to resort to irrigation of the sporting 
facilities with expensive and valuable potable water. 

 
Matters in respect of water harvesting and related weather issues in the Sydney Basin are addressed  
in a research project spread over three years, in a million dollar study into Achieving Sustainable 
Sporting Field Management in the Western Sydney  funded by the NSW Environmental Trust.  
 
A key component by of the above study by Graeme Dodds of WET Consulting, A Study of 
Sustainable Demand Report (Phase 1), examined the Sydney basin weather patterns and data in 
detail, refer to the Executive Summary and Appendix 6 in the above Study Report. 
 
While the research is in respect of irrigation of sporting fields, the weather, harvesting and water 
treatment methodology elements are easily transferable to larger commercial horticultural and 
agricultural production, farming, nurseries etc. in the Sydney Basin. Refer to Pages 18, 19 & 20 of 
the above Study Report. 
 
The mainly larger properties along the mainly western boundary of the proposed LEPSO adjacent 
to the toe of the ridge and floor of the basin from Glenhaven, Nelson, Maraylya, Cattai, Ebenezer 
and the rural village of Wilberforce are better placed for commercial agriculture and horticultural 
pursuits as they have potential access to water courses and runoff from the ridges and or space for 
storage. 
 
In order to ensure there is a reliable supply of harvested water in the area described above for 
commercial agriculture and horticultural pursuits, I believe the is a case to create an exemption in 
the Water Act 2014 in respect Harvestable Water Rights for land holders in the proposed LEPSO, 
particularly in respect of onsite storage capacity and sustainable outcomes. 
 
On the basis that, firstly, this is mainly the last portion of arable rural productive land that is likely 
to remain (provided the LEPSO proceeds) in the west eastern corner of the Sydney basin as the 
urban residential subdivisions approach.  
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Secondly, environmental flows will continue from the ridge on the eastern end basin along the 
boundary of the proposed LEPSO where demand for water harvesting and reuse on the slopes is 
minimal, and runoff will potentially increase along Cattai Creek from Castle Hill to Cattai as urban 
development continues to expand from the south, and 
 
Thirdly, The Hawksbury River and Cattai Creek are affected by tidal conditions where they join at 
Cattai. The Hawkesbury River enters a river valley downstream from Ebenezer with enormous 
catchment runoff from the mountainous topography on both sides of the river.  
 
Therefore, any harvesting of runoff water in the catchments adjacent to Cattai creek and lower 
parts of the Hawkesbury River form Wilberforce to Ebenezer is unlikely to significantly impact 
flows in the Hawksbury River.  
 
Further Public Works Manly Hydraulics Laboratory in their NSW Estuary and River Water Quality 
Report Annual Summary 2014-2015. Refer, Sarah-Kate Dakin: Report MLH2387 October 2015, 
 
The above report data from the monitoring station at Sackville on the Hawkesbury River indicating 
that the levels of salinity and conductivity reported would be within a range suitable for irrigation 
for most commercial horticultural and agricultural production, farming, nurseries etc. Refer to 
Figure 25, 26 and 5B in the report. This also indicates that harvested runoff water flowing into the 
above sources should suitable for reuse. 
 
I am not proposing that water is randomly extracted by landholders, but that community harvesting 
schemes, to assist in providing sustainable out comes, are constructed and the water is piped to the 
properties and metered at the property boundaries.  Property holders are still responsible for 
harvesting and storage facilities (dams, tanks pumps etc.) in accordance with Water Act on their 
properties. 
 
The exemptions proposed above would only allow: firstly, the property holder to store additional 
water sufficient for their annual demands and secondly, keep their storage topped up from a 
community reticulation scheme so they have the capacity to irrigate in dry periods. 
 
There are many of these schemes in existence, e.g. Tamworth rural urban residential 2ha areas 
around Moore Creek and Tintinhull and in the Hunter Valley a scheme supplies backup irrigation 
water to the vineyards dams. 
 
The proposed schemes would be low pressure harvested water transfer systems to top up existing 
and new on-site dams or storage tanks. They would be metered, and flow controlled at the property 
boundary with storage level control. The land holder would be responsible for on-site piping from 
the boundary to the storage points. 
 
Reticulating harvested water in can be cost effective in areas where the land is relative flat and or 
in minor undulating areas. In these conditions low pressure water can be distributed for several 
kilometres in each direction from harvesting sources. 
 
Note that developing a sustainable community backup reticulation scheme does not automatically 
provide drought proofing. 
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There are three options to harvest the runoff water: 
a) Gravity diversion from piped storm water systems directly into a buffer  pump well and 

pumped reticulation and or into a precinct off-line harvested water buffer storage and then 
reticulated to farm storage 

b) Use modified dry basins to retain water until the water can be harvested and reticulated to 
on farm storage. Is some circumstances this option may require licensing. 

c) Provide shallow weirs in natural, gullies, and creeks etc. where conditions permit to 
provide sufficient pool depth for harvesting pumps. Pumps can be submersible and 
variable speed to control extraction rates. This option will most likely require works 
approval and extraction licences. 

 
Purpose built precinct harvested water storage dams (in (a) above) may provide irrigation water for 
playing fields in addition to the rural uses. 
 
Smaller versions of these community harvesting schemes may be appropriate for urban rural 
residential developments.  
 
This does not preclude other intensive forms of horticulture where recycling the water may be 
possible, including hydroponics, shade houses, glass houses and efficient drip system. These 
methods are particular relevant in smaller scale operations such as nurseries, and farm gate 
production.   
 
However, these methods on a larger scale often require high up front capital costs which may 
impact on the economic viability of both small and larger pursuits. 

 
11. Building Envelope/s for any structures 

This matter applies to the location of rural urban residential dwellings, cluster and Common Title 
property developments on smaller bush lots, < 4 ha. It also applies to other buildings and structures 
either on a lot with h an urban rural residential dwelling or on a separate Lot. Also refer to Habitat 
above. 
 
It is not intended to apply to urban residential dwellings located within the boundary of a rural 
village. These dwellings are subject to village zoning requirements. 
 
It is of considerable importance in regard to ensuring sufficient setbacks from the edges ridges is 
provided for bushfire protection, sustainability, space between adjoining lots and dwellings does 
not overly impact the amenity of the lots, impacts on arable land and potential for water harvesting 
is not encroached. 
 
While the above still applies for larger lots there is generally more flexibility in locating residences 
and other related buildings on large lots. 

 
12. Impact/s on adjoining and adjacent lots 

All of the matters, above and below, need to be considered in relation to adjoining and adjacent lots 
in regard to amenity, open space, blocking views and vistas, sunlight, positing of large rural sheds 
shade houses etc., water runoff, excessive noise (pumps, air conditioning, mowers, relationship of 
driveways etc.) and appropriate steps taken to minimise these matters. 
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13. Conflicting uses on adjoining and adjacent lots 
There will continue to be a conflict between passive rural urban residential occupation, usually on 
2ha Lots, where people just want to live in a bushland setting with lots of space, privacy, large 
houses, swimming pools, tennis courts and a few horses etc. and wholesale horticulture and or 
agricultural pursuits and industries 
 
Operations including extraction of sand soil, other building related products, food processing and 
commercial activities such as farm gate stalls and retail nurseries. However, these arrangements 
have developed over the last 4-5 decades with the introduction of 2ha subdivisions and changing 
demands for agricultural and horticultural production in the Sydney Basin.  
 
Generally, this mix has co-existed without serious conflict. Future planning controls must ensure 
that all these and any additional activities are and compatible on an area by area basis. Conflicts 
usually arise from misunderstanding of the various actives undertaken in rural areas and 
whether you can see them, hear them or smell them!  
 
For example, in the LEPSO area, Pig farms should not be permitted and in ground horticultural and 
agriculture or a mix of both undertaken in suitably (mostly in existing locations) on mainly arable 
lots. 
 
This should not exclude a mix other activities, but existing and new commercial horticultural and 
agriculture activities in zoned areas have priority over other activities in the zone in regard to sight, 
noise and smells. People who moved into these zones must be advised in writing that it is an in 
ground horticultural, agricultural and farming zone and they may be inconvenienced by adjoining 
or adjacent activities. 
 
Conversely, in ground horticultural and agriculture activities should not be permitted or 
encouraged in areas where the mix is largely 2ha passive residential or the land in located on ridges 
and or ridges with little arable land or bush blocks which would require major tree clearing. This 
would not prohibit horticulture for private consumption; small scale farm gate production and or 
small numbers of livestock including horses. 
 
Subletting, renting, and leasing of all or parts of Lots and dwellings in the LEPSO area should not 
be permitted without Council approval.  
 

14. Sustainability.  
Sustainability involves exploiting natural resources, both tangible and visible, without destroying 
the ecological balance and amenity of an area.  
 
Water: As discussed extensively above, water is a key and critical element in providing sustainable 
outcomes in rural urban residential areas. The smaller, (2ha) less arable and tree cover lots with no 
assess to reticulated potable water and require onsite disposal of waste water, are the most difficult 
to address in consideration of sustainable outcomes. 
 
The zoning of these lots may require development constraints in regards to the above issues and the 
size of the development permitted. In this regard it may also be necessary to increase the minimum 
lot size above 2ha in any new rural urban residential subdivisions in areas with difficult to service 
topography. 
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There is a strong case for maintaining large urban rural lots (and even combining small 2ha lots 
into larger lots) and providing Community Title development and or Rural Cluster development or 
a mix of both as appropriate.  

 
It is much more efficient, cost effective and sustainable to design larger integrated, potable water 
supplies, water harvesting and reuse systems, fire protection and waste disposal systems for a 
group of say 6+ rural urban residential dwellings on a single property (where the infrastructure 
becomes a part of the common property) than 6 individual systems on individual 2ha lots. 
 
All new urban rural residential lots must have minimum potable water storage capacity of 100 kl 
for residential use, topping up swimming pools and external fire sprinkler suppression on the roofs 
of residential dwellings. Potable water tanks collect water from the roof of buildings and may also 
be topped up from metered and flow controlled off peak reticulated supplies where available. 
 
The roof drainage system must be designed to collect all the water from the roof drainage system 
and recycle the water from the roof from external fire suppression systems. The requirement for 
external fire sprinkles will depend on risk assessment clearing around the dwelling and for fire 
attack from the rural fire service.  
 
All new urban rural residential lots must have minimum harvesting water storage capacity of 100 
kl for toilet flushing and residential garden and other external non potable uses including 
firefighting.  
 
Depending of the size and footprint of the dwelling, sufficient underground reticulation and above 
ground outlets must be provided, and a fire fighting pump with an internal combustion engine, of 
the capacity required by the rural fire service and permanently connected to the harvested water 
storage tank.  
 
In addition new in ground swimming pools must have a built in extraction point and piping (of a 
size approved by the rural fire service) to allow the rural fire trucks and or fire and rescue trucks to 
connect, and terminate in a location approved by the rural fire service.  
 
Recycling Heritage Building Materials:, There is always a demand for old recycled heritage 
building materials, to restore old houses in the Sydney Basin and along the coastal corridor. Most 
of the supplies of these recycled heritage materials are or were  located in or adjacent to the inner 
Sydney industrial areas being eaten up by residential developments.  
 
The land and or buildings they occupy must be worth millions of dollars today. Encouraging these 
enterprises to move out into the proposed LEPSO area may be commercially viable, say, adjacent 
to Dural, Galston, and Kenthurst, at the eastern end of the proposed overlay that are easily 
accessible from the city metropolitan areas.  
 
This would allow deconstructed building components to be salvaged and delivered to these sites on 
a commercial basis. If you want to save the environment and keep it sustainable, making it 
profitable will make it happen. Builders and home renovators would be the main customers and 
bring people to LEPSO area where they can also by fresh farm gate vegetables, food, artifacts and 
boost local businesses.   
 

as appropriate and located on rural lots, preferable lots generally not suited for commercial 
horticulture or agriculture.  
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These are not junk yards and appropriate controls must be applied. They should not be located in or 
immediately adjacent to a rural residential village. 

 
Recycling Trees: Another opportunity is to salvage and recycle trees which are cut down for 
various reasons from roadsides, under transmission lines, land clearing building, or bush fire 
setbacks, where they are too close to buildings and or damaging underground services. Thousands 
trees are turned into garden mulch or fire wood without any consideration of the potential value of 
the wood. 
 
Burning and or mulching just releases the carbon whereas milling the wood for furniture, toys, etc. 
and wood turning locks up large amount of carbon for decades. Almost any part of a tree of any 
size can be turned on a lathe into an artifact.  
 
All tree removal firms should be licensed and be able to identify the tree species (or engage an 
arborist) and assess the sections which can be milled into usable timber for woodworking or 
turning. 
 
The key drawback with recycling timber from trees is the labour cost of milling the timber and the 
cost of the space to store it unusually under cover while seasons for up to 3-4 years.  
However, a great opportunity for milling the timber would be to encourage volunteer workshop 
clubs in overlay area to mill local timber as a club activity.  
 

at Galston and many wood turners in the district. There are sheds and clubs in adjacent suburbs 
who may also become involved. 
 
While the labour is cheap (they are volunteers) the set up cost are prohibitive for these clubs and a, 
one-off, special assistance grant would be required to set them up. Dedicated slabbing mills in all 
sizes are available in Australia.  
 
Once the timber is salvaged and milled into slabs or useable baulks of timber it may be sold green 
and the buyer resaws it and or seasons it for future use. Alternatively it can be stickered and 
stacked and air dried under cover, dried in dehumidified kilns, or solar drying kilns. Shipping 
containers make good drying and storage boxes. The method will depend on the space available 
which could be on another site. 
 
The benefits of these arrangements are; 

 Trees are recycled into useful products e.g. furniture, wood turning  

 The carbon is lockup for many decades 
  The volunteer workshop club has a supply of timber for club and community projects 

 The club can sell the excess milled timber to professional trades, i.e. cabinet makers etc. 
 The club can sell milled timber to the public and tourists raising funds for the club and 

community projects 
 

Other industries: Existing and new industries using mainly locally produced products including  
small scale food processing plants, canning and or bottling fruits, pickles and jams, meat 
processing, dairy products, ice cream, cheese making etc. could be established with direct sales to 
the public, local cafes, restaurants and tourists. This is done effectively in the Hunter valley wine 
areas.  
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Extraction Industries: The LEPSO area is an important area for extraction industries for building 
and construction materials in the Sydney basin and these activities will continue in selected areas.  
 
Local Affordable District Housing:  One of the big issues in the rural urban residential areas with 
Lots 2 Ha and larger is affordable housing for older family members (parents) who wish to stay 
close to their families and friends in the district and younger family members while they study and 
or have young families and need to save for several years to buy property. 
 
Many of the young people also provide business with full and or part-time staff if the can stay in 
the district and can save and or pay their way while studying. Second attached or detached 

 
 
However, often this does not always address the need for short term (say, up to 10 years) for 
affordable housing accommodation for the younger family members and an additional provision 
should be considered on suitable Lots 2ha and larger. 
 
Therefore, I propose that a new residential development category is included in the LEPSO overlay 
known as Short Term Family Cluster Accommodation. This would involve approval of separate 

accommodation on 2 ha lots. The approval would be subject to 
assessment and compliance with all the planning matters set out above in relation to the LEPSO 
overlay. 
 
They can only be occupied by parents and children (and their partners) of the Title holder of the 
prime property who must also live on the property.  The maximum approval term would be 10 
years, after which they must be removed. Exceptions would include occupation by parents of the 
owners and where successive children in a (reasonable timeframe) plan to occupy the dwelling/s.  
 
The dwellings must be removed when either of these uses permanently ceases and or the approved 
time frame has expired. In addition to permanent second attached or detached dwellings, up to a 
maximum of three separate temporary dwellings would be permitted at any time with a maximum 
internal floor area of 100 m2 each, on 2ha or suitable larger lots.  
 
They should not remain unoccupied for more than 24 months unless special approval is permitted. 
The design must be prefabricated and de-constructible design to allow for removal and or storage. 
Temporary accommodation must be maintained in good order at all times. 
 
Subletting, hiring out, renting, and leasing or any occupation by any person who is not a parent of 
children (including legally adopted children and children from a previous partner) of the property 
owner/s, including vacant occupation between family members, is prohibited and illegal use of the 
temporary family accommodation.  Illegal use will require immediate removal of the temporary 
dwelling.  
 
Where reticulated water and sewer and power are available the temporary accommodation must be 
connected and water and power separately metered. 
  
All Short Term Family Cluster Accommodation must be removed from the property if the property 
is sold and before settlement of any property sale. 
 
Roads: Generally the roads would remain rural roads. The essential works are dual lanes from New 
Line road to Galston Rd and a roundabout at Old Northern and Galston roads. Overtaking lanes 
must be provided from Dural to Wisemans Ferry along old Northern Road. 
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Developing Tourism 
1. The Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone can be promoted as a tourist destination (bus 

trips) and a weekend country drive for many Sydney residents and school excursions. There are 
already many attractions including retail nurseries, an animal farm, Fagan Park, restaurants, cafés, 
art studios, and bush walking tracks, boating and water skiing on the Hawkesbury River and more 
attractions as noted above and below could be easily added.  
 

2. The area has always been associated with fresh in season food. However, since council permits 
were required and the rules change several years ago, limiting fresh food road side stall sales to 
produce grown on the properties (as local production fell stall holders we going to the Sydney 
markets for supplies) these stalls were drastically reduced. There are still some irregular weekend 
growers markets in existence. 
 

3. Fresh food stalls, farm gate production and sales and growers markets could be revived in the 
LEPSO by allowing fresh produce to be sold that has been strictly produced in the overlay area. An 
accreditation system for producers and resellers within the LEPSO area would guide and control 
the scale of the commercial operations in the overlay area.  
 
This would also help promote revival of small scale horticultural production, as a small producers 
could grow a variety of crops and other produce and have one or more commercial outlets, through 
road side stalls and growers markets to sell their goods. This cooperative arrangement between 
growers/produces and sales outlets keeps the buyers mainly on the main tourist routes and 
maintaining the amenity of the urban rural residential lots. 
 

4. The Farm Gate sales activities, that have health implications and food compliance standards, would 
need to be approved (may need be licensed) by Councils in suitable locations, appropriately sized, 
and where parking is available. Maybe a drive in drive out arrangement or adjacent to existing 
parking and reserves. 
 

5. The area has significant historical appeal as Old Northern road was built by convict labour and 
further along the toe of the zone from Glenhaven to Ebenezer and the village at Wilberforce and 
Scheyville National Park if these last two areas were included. Round Corner, Kenthurst, Dural, 
Galston (Fagan Park), Glenorie, Wisemans Ferry are very old villages with early history and 
heritage. 
 

6. This history could be reflected in development of old wares outlets where people and tourists can 
come out from the city and browse for artifacts, paintings old books, and view old farm machinery, 
old industrial equipment and early transport (trucks cars etc.) collections in  rural shed and barn 
style museums.  

 
If the outlets above were located on state owned land, parks, reserves etc. and rural style buildings 
provided by heritage grants and they could be operated by Rotary Clubs, Lions Clubs, charities etc. 
This will provide attractions for tourists to spend some time and money. 

 
Only officially approved tourist accommodation is to be permitted in the LEPSO area. Subletting, 
renting, hiring out and leasing of all or any parts of Lots, dwellings and sheds in the LEPSO area is 
not permitted without Council approval. This would include approval of Bed & Breakfast 
accommodation, cabins, hotels, motels, resorts, permanent, mobile and towable caravans on private 
property or in caravan parks.     
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7. A major tourist attraction could be built about 3kl north of Maroota Public school, where Old 
Northern Road reaches its highest point, approximately 230m above sea level, before starting to 
descend to the Hawkesbury River.  
 
If a mixed resort with lower cost cabins, and a major international standard conference centre and 
accommodation including a high rise hotel tower 70 to 100 m (25-30 stories) the views would be 
spectacular.  Sunrises over the ocean as sunsets over the mountains would be to die for. 
 
A continuous view over a full 360 degrees, stretching 50 km to the east, across Gosford to the 
Pacific Ocean, south across central Sydney and west around to the mountains. The view across the 
Sydney basin would be in excess of 80 kl towards Camden. The views for many kilometers to the 
north east may be partially interrupted by mountains and to the north west by mountains of the 
Great Dividing Range. 
 
The major obstacle to the view south is the ridge from Round Corner to Dural along Old Northern 
Road, Part of the rim of and old volcano, 10,000 years ago, which may block the view of the 
Harbor Bridge and Opera House depending on the height of the resort building and curvature of the 
earth. There may also be height restrictions regarding plane flight paths, but the mountains to the 
north and north west range from 400 -1000 + metres. 
 
The podium levels would be conference rooms, bars, dining, gift shops etc. The tower  top level 
would be a viewing level with coffee and snack food and the level below a first class dining 
facility, could it be revolving? 
 
This is a one-off opportunity for local and international tourism and conference destination with a 
difference. The design should be opened to an international architectural design competition.   

 
Footnote 
Applying the Draft North District Plan, Actions and Priorities as a general guide to the West-Central and 
Western District Plans, my vision for a Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone, as set out in the 
included South Dural Submission and detailed above, dovetails very well into the Commissions Draft 
District Plans. 
 
The relevant references to the Draft North District Plan are: 

 Sustainability Priority 7: Improve protection of ridgelines and scenic areas 
 Action S3: Use funding programs to deliver the North District Green Grid priorities 

 Action S4: Develop support tools and methodologies for local open space planning 

 5.7 Managing the Metropolitan Rural Area 
 Sustainability Priority 8: Discourage urban development in the Metropolitan Rural Area 
 Sustainability Priority 9: Consider environmental, social and economic values when 

planning for the Metropolitan Rural Area 
 Sustainability Priority 10: Provide for rural residential development while protecting the 

values of the Metropolitan Rural Area 
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South Dural Planning Proposal 

Submission by  Graeme Dodds 
Without Prejudice 

 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 on my way to the horse riding 
property at Jackaroo Ranch with some friends from the St George area. We planned to stop at Castle 
Hill for a rest stop and coffee break. To our surprise Castle Hill Main Street was just a strip of closed 
shops surrounded by orchards and poultry farms. How times have changed! 
 
A few months later I started to assist the Ranch in improving their pumping systems and water supply 
and other related matters on voluntary basis visiting the property up to two of three times per week in 
many periods. This continued until 1971 when I purchased a house at Round Corner in 1971 in the 
Rosebank Estate. 
 
I was a TAFE teacher at Randwick TAFE and my girlfriend lived at Bondi. A lot of traveling was 
required but it only took  to 35-40 minutes in 71 to get to the city and 7minuts to Pennant Hills 
Station. By the time I retired and moved to Galston in 2011 it took up 25 minutes to get to Pennant 
Hills Road from Round Corner most days in peak traffic and 5-6 minutes just to get out onto 
Kenthurst Road from the subdivision until the slip lane was provided. 
 
My working life began in 1961 as an apprentice in industrial plumbing and later experience in general 
plumbing at commercial and industrial sites over another 5 years, prior to becoming a TAFE teacher 
for 16 years, including teaching trade, certificate and design at diploma levels. I became a Head 
Teacher for 6 years of this period. I also did my B.Ed. while at TAFE and completed a Dip. Eng. in 
Building Services 
 
Leaving TAFE in mid-80 Professional Consulting practice in Pumping and Irrigation 
Design which developed into a Water management, Irrigation and Water Harvesting /reuse 
Consultancy. My commissions involved many LGA Councils, Olympic Park Public Domain, Botanic 
Gardens, agriculture and horticulture in the Sydney basin and water auditing projects.  
 
One of my final projects, spread over three years, prior to retiring was engagement as an hydraulic 
consultant to a three year, million dollar study into Developing Sustainable Playing Fields in the 
Western Sydney Basin funded by the NSW Environmental Trust.  
 
This project required extensive research into the long them weather data, system performance testing 
and local data collection at each site involving Penrith,  (which is 
geographically outside the main rim Sydney basin). Several sites in each LGA were assessed. 
 
All the above experience has provide me with an insight in to local development and supporting 
infrastructure and I believe make a useful comment  to the provision and or lack of infrastructure in 
relation to general and residential development in and on the internal slopes of the Sydney Basin. 
 
I am not representing any other person or part of any other organisation connected to the South Dural 
Development.   
 
I am not particularly in favour or an objector to the project. In balancing all the issues in this 
submission and if these can largely be addressed, I feel the project should proceed, as I have been 
waiting 40 years to see New line Road completed. If it does not proceed we may be waiting for 
upgraded roads for another 20 - 40 years, well I will not be here by then so I will be of no concern. 
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ISSUES 
The proposed South Dural Residential development is located on the eastern slopes of the Northern 
end of the Sydney Basin and slopes south Glenhaven and Castle Hill.  Cherrybrook is located to the 
east and south east and mostly the remaining rural area of Glenhaven to the west, up to Round Corner 
at the North West Corner of the proposed site. There is existing residential development at the 
southern and northern ends and commercial development on the eastern side. 
 
The site is contained within the Hornsby LGA. A large portion of the Hills LGA shares the northern 
and western boundaries which are largely undeveloped in terms of residential development. The site is 
also relatively close to the Metro rail corridor, also in the Hills Shire.  
 
Hornsby Residents will have little say in how the Hills Shire develops the land adjoining the South 
Dural site as the Council redevelops land around the Cherrybrook Metro Station . 
 
The residential development of the South Dural land has been on and off the table for more than 25 
years. The issues from my perspective are not whether it is developed or left as it is but about the 
supporting infrastructure, services and education provisions. What happens if it does not proceed? 
What will the next development proposal be? Irrespective if it is in Hornsby or the Hills LGA New 
Line Road and Old norther Road will be impacted. 
 
The scale and value of the project will produce several billions of dollars of gross income and in 
proportion to the cost of infrastructure and services, probably amounts buying coffee and cake at 
MacCafé. 
 

INGRESS AND EGRESS INFRASTRUCTURE 
Introduction  

1. It seems that the ingress and egress roads are one of the main issues with most people who 
oppose the development (followed by retaining agricultural land). The existing roads are 
totally inadequate for the current population of the area which stretches north to Wisemans 
Ferry and northwest to Pitt Town. 

2. Not much has changed in respect of the roads in the 50 plus years I have been associated with 
the Dural area. In fact it is likely that the only change since the convicts built Old Northern 
Road is that it has been sealed and some minor realignment undertaken. 

3. The widening of New Line Road stopped at Purchase Road when Labour won the state 
election 20 plus years ago. 

4. The developer, as I understand the submission, only proposes to widen Old Norther Road 
from the Hastings and Old Northern Road intersection and up to the intersection of Old 

) and then New Line Road down to 
Hastings Road and back up to old Northern Road.  

5. The developer is only proposing to contribute 46% of the cost they have identified is required 
for road works to support the development and the works will take at least 15 years to 
complete. 

6. This submission identifies many other related road upgrades required to solve the traffice 
issues in the district. 
External Impacts  

7. A major concern with new developments and road upgrades is that  they usually only address 
the traffic to be generated by the proposed development. This may not be a concern for major 

 
8.  However, on the northern rim of the Sydney Basin there are very limited, if any, options to 

provide future road infrastructure outside the existing road corridors that are, in most 
locations limited to 4 lanes, restricted by existing  residential development, narrow high 
ridges and very deep gullies on one or both sides. 
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9. The traffic modeling does not seem to include any future development in the Hills LGA in 
Glenhaven; Old Northern Road from Glenhaven Road to Round Corner and Old Northern 
Road and Derriwong Road to Dural Village. Then there will be ongoing small scale 
development in the rural villages and rural residential areas along the ridges form Dural to 
Wisemans Ferry. 

10. The other largely unknown impact on Newline Road, Old Northern road Castle Hill Road and 
County Drive is the massive residential apartment developments around Cherrybrook Metro 
station (3150* new apartments) and Castle Hill Metro station (4,400* new apartments). Could 
be 25,000 to 30,000 residents *Information taken from the North West Rail link Corridor Strategy, 

September 2013.  
11. People living in suburbs along the northern side of the Metro line (Kellyville, Glenhaven and 

Castle Hill who want to go to the northern suburbs and for what ever reason, use a car, and 
not the metro, will not want to go through business and high density residential centers. 

12. The obvious alternative routes are: 1 Samantha Riley Drive to Glenhaven Road to Old 
Norther Road to Hastings Road to Newline Road to Boundary road to Pennant Hills Road. 2. 
Gilbert Road to old Northern Road to Hastings Road to New Line Road to Boundary Road to 
Pennant Hills Road. 3. Old Northern Road (from either direction) to Castle Hill Road to 
County Drive to New Line Road to Boundary Road to Pennant Hills Road. 4. Highs Road to 
County Drive to New Line Road to Boundary Road to Pennant Hills Road. 

13. I do not believe any of the above potential external traffic generation,  totally independent 
to the South Dural development, has been considered or factored into the future  (to 2031+) 
capacity of New Line Road,  Boundary Road and Old Northern and Castle Hill Roads.  
Timing 

14. The proposal is to develop the South Dural project in five stages over 15 years and road 
works will be done in conjunction with the five stages over 15 years. We are looking at 2031 
plus until these roads are all up graded. This is a totally unacceptable arrangement.  

15. Either the developer has the funds to build the perimeter roads around the site to 4 lanes  with 
turning bays with coordinated traffic lights, before or during the first stage development 
OR 
The Government builds the roads and the developer repays the government back loans, 
including interest, until the roads are paid off. If these options are not acceptable, the project 
should not be approved.  Refer also to the provision of potable Water Services Item below. 
Service Road Access 

16. The original proposal (20 years ago) for the New Line Road upgrade included a two lane 
service road along the eastern side, from the intersection of  New Line Road and  Sebastian 
Drive (was to be a roundabout, now traffic lights)  and along to the roundabout at Old 

 
Line Road and close off all the property entrances along the eastern side of new line Road.  

17. It is critical  that this service road is included in the New Line Road upgrade, particularly 
as there is a major 6ha (15acre) major commercial rezoning and development proposed for 
the exiting factory unit site, Martins Sand& Gravel supplies, Irrigation shop Pool Shop and 
other existing uses, if the South Dural Proposal Proceeds. 

18. The roundabout at Bunnings was a Bunnings addition to get approval for the store and not in 
the original road design. The proposal now intends to use this as an entry point to the site. 
This will provide direct access from the Eastern Village in the proposal to the new 
commercial development on the eastern side of New Line Road via the above noted assess 
road. 
Road Grade Separation 

19. As part of the South Dural Development a grade separation at the intersection of New Line 
Road and Hastings Road should be mandatory. However, there is a remnant of the Old New 
Line alignment from early European settlement which has a Hornsby local heritage listing, 
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Item 343 and Item 344 of the LEP relating to road side trees in the road reserve area which 
needs to be considered.   

20. Due to the large area of the road reserve at this intersection and topography it should not 
create a major engineering issue but may require some minor additional land acquisition for 
the slow lane from the proposed South Dural development. 

21. Adjusting road levels by raising New Line Road and lowering Hastings road where it rises to 
New line Road to provide a single lane underpass to allowing Hastings Road traffic turning 
right into Newline Road and a single lane over pass for south bound traffic turning right into 
Hastings Road. The left hand turn from Hastings road into New Line Road should be 
extended to the top of the hill to Sebastian Drive as a slow lane for buses and trucks.  

22. This crucial infrastructure improvement will greatly improve safety as traffic densities 
increase. It only requires the brakes to fail on a large loaded truck and dog going down the hill 
and the traffic waiting to turn right backed up at the lights to cause an major disaster. This 
upgrade also removes a major choke point by maintaining continuous traffic movement. 
Site Access to the South Dural Development 

23. There are too many proposed ingress/egress entry points to the Proposed South Dural 
Development site from the main roads which only slow down traffic movements and create 
congestion. The proposed entry at the Bunnings roundabout and Sebastian Drive in New line 
Road utilise existing intersections. There should not be any other access driveways from 
properties on to New Line Road and access provide by the internal collector roads. 

24. There should be no access points to properties from Hastings Road. Any existing properties 
which remain and any new properties must be serviced from internal roads. Most of this land 
is part of the open space reserve. 

25. There are too many access points from Old Northern Road. The Franlee Road collector must 
be extended internally up to align with Stone Lea Court removing one additional access point 
and providing a direct link to the existing and proposed retail development at Round Corner. 
Lights at this intersection can be coordinate with Kenthurst Road. 

26. The new collector road linking Franlee Road to old Northern Road opposite Malabar Road 
should only be left turn out and left turn in avoiding traffic stopping again after travelling 
approximately 200 meters for Stonelea Court intersection. 

27. The existing Wayfield collector Road could easily be realigned, using part of the proposed 
internal roads, to exit at the intersection of Glenhaven Road where traffic lights are already 
proposed. This removes another main road intersection and provides a direct link to 
Glenhaven shops and Public School, Castle Hill industrial area, Windsor Road and Norwest 
medical and Hospital facilities. Refer to supporting roads below. 

28. The existing entry to the Retirement Village (ARV) could remain, as it is already been 
reconstructed and has traffic lights. However, they may need programed so they do not let one 
car at a time exit in peak traffic conditions. 

29. The proposed access between ARV and Hastings Road must the moved to the intersection of 
Gilbert Road, where there are also existing traffic lights,(which must be coordinated with the 
lights at Hastings Road)  and a service road parallel to Old Northern Road provided in the 
development to simply link both halves of the South Eastern Village together. 

30. All existing and additional bus stops must have a bus layby by which allows the bus to stop 
without blocking the traffic lanes. 
Round Corner By-Pass 

31. About 30 years ago I proposed a northern bypass road from Annangrove Road and Kenthurst 
Road intersection to the intersection of Old Northern Road at Quarry Road as part of a rural 
lands study committee I was on at the time. The general location was along the rear of the five 
acre properties on Kenthurst Road to join up to Pellitt Lane and along the rear of the houses in 
Valencia Street to join Old Northern Road to divert traffic from Round Corner. This route has 
now been built out. 
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32. There is not much opportunity to provide a bypass around the southern side of Round Corner 
to Old northern road (say, to Malabar Road?) as this largely built out. However a by-pass at  
Round Corner should be investigated as the traffic is already backs up Kenthurst Road past 
Annangrove Road and well down Annangrove Road in morning peaks. This situation can 
only get worse. 
Cherrybrook M2 Link  

33. In the original development of Cherrybrook (when it was a Greenfields site) we told there 
would be a direct link corridor from New Line Road to the M2 and this would be developed 
as the land was subdivided in Cherrybrook and Castle Hill Valley. Surprising the majority of 
the corridor was actually constructed as a four land divided road with turning bay etc. This 
was real forward thinking planning for long term development of the whole area. 

34. The route is County Drive, Highs Road, Taylor Street and Merelynne Ave. and must have 
cost several million dollars but was never completed with a 600 m section missing at the 
northern end of highs road and underpass under Castle Hill Road and the500 m link from the 
end of Merelynne Ave to the M2.  

35. As well as a city link to the M2 it would have also provided access to the NorthConnex for 
traffic heading north to the M1from Cherrybrook, Glenhaven, Dural, Kenthurst Annangrove 
Castle Hill etc. and now have no access to the southern end of the NorthConnex and must use 
New Line Road, County Drive or Castle Hill Road and Pennant Hills Road. 

36. The corridor has now been reduced to a two lane, speed restricted road, clogged with island 
planters and overwide median strips. So much for visionary long term road planning! 

37. As the above link to the M2 was never completed the section of  New line Road from 
Boundary Road to Castle Hill Road will also need to be upgraded to four lanes to Castle Hill 
Road and will, as a minimum, require: 

 Extending the two left turn lanes down to Pennant Hills Road 

 Adding an additional left lane from the Castle Hill Road underpass to Pennant 
Hills road down to the M2 

 Note that this does not provide northern access to NorthConnex 
Externally Generated Traffic Congestion 

38. Country Drive will still become a major link road to connect buses to the Metro Station and 
Traffic heading to Cherrybrook shopping precinct, (which is to have a proposed major 
redevelopment), Pennant Hills Road to go south via Blaxland Road or Pacific Hwy or north to 
M1or Hornsby.  

39. Old Northern Road, Castle Hill Road and County Drive will be impacted by the proposed 
massive residential consolidation in Cherrybrook around the Metro Station and along Castle 
Hill Road. This development could be several times the size of the South Dural proposal in 
terms of new residents. All of them will not catch the Metro. 

40. Both the intersections of County Drive at new Line road and Castle Hill Road will require 
major intersection up grades which should include some grade separation to keep the traffic 
moving on Newline and Castle Hill Roads. There is heavy congestion at these intersections in 
peak periods and the roads are already four lanes.  
Government Funding Contribution for Supporting Infrastructure 

41. I am not aware of any commitment or announcement by the NSW Government on road 
supporting road infrastructure. The Developer is proposing to only contribute $73,105,000 
of the $169,990,000 or 46%. If the developer is to gross several billion dollars, should they 
be contributing the full amount as identified in their proposal and other related works 
identified in this submission? 

42. In addition there are many other related road upgrades required to solve the traffic issues 
which will be generated by the South Dural and the Cherrybrook Metro redevelopment. 
There must be a government commitment to upgrade the connecting roads 
or the proposal should not proceed.  
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43. The NSW Government will reap millions of dollars in Tax and charges from the South 
Dural Proposal and the Cherrybrook Metro development and therefore must be prepared to 
contribute to the wider supporting roads infrastructure. 

44. This involves widening (all to four lanes) and realignment as appropriate.  
These roads include:  

 New Line Road from to Hastings Road to purchase Road 
 New Line Road from boundary Road to Castle Hill Road, (Currently has weight 

restrictions) Refer M2 Link above for justification of need to upgrade this road.  

 Old Northern Road from Hastings Road to Old Castle Hill Road 
 Old northern from New Line Road to Galston Road and the Roundabout at Galston 

Road, for which the land was, acquired from St Judes Church some 40 + years ago. 
 Glenhaven Road from Old Northern Road to the intersection of Green Road and 

Samantha Riley Drive 
 Kenthurst Road from round Corner to Annangrove Road 

45. These major and secondary roads have many school zones which cause major congestion in 
the peak periods. This must be addressed when the roads are up graded so the busses and 
drop off zones are off the main roads in protected areas (in the school property and or in 
fenced off areas so the schools zone can be remove from the busy roads while ensuring 

 
46. Even if all the infrastructure and road upgrading outlined above was built and I do not hold 

much hope in this happening. New Line and Castle Hill Roads will not be able to handle the 
traffic volumes in a very short, say, 5 year timeframe and are congested in peak hours now, 
even where they are already four lanes. 

47. The cost to widen these roads to more than 4 lanes would be astronomical as huge amounts of 
land would need to be resumed and services relocated. Galston Road via Galston Gorge  is the 
only other way out of the from the north eastern slopes from Dural to Wisemans Ferry and 
this road is very inadequate and very little up grading is likely and or comically or 
environmentally possible. A single push bike can increase the travel time in the Gorge by 20 
minutes. 
Provision of an Eastern Link Road - Refer Map below 

48. A viable option (in my opinion) would be to upgrade Quarry Road to a two lane rural road 
with turning bays where appropriate and off street bus and car drop off facilities at the Pacific 
Hills School, to the eastern end of Quarry Road and then construct a two link road with slow 
lanes on the up-hill grades from there to the intersection of Peats Ferry Road and Bridge 
Street at Hornsby around the Quarry. 

49. There is already a cleared defined fire trail and walking track route in existence which could 
generally be followed with some realignment.  Yes, it has a couple of steep grades and would 
need a bridge across Berowra Creek at the lowest point. But minimal environmental impact 
and engineering issues. 

50. This upgraded road and Link Road is to be a rural road link, and not intended to be a major 
road and must have a gross weight limit for vehicles up to 3 tons (buses and emergency 
vehicles excepted). It must not allow residential sub division in Quarry Road. Refer to the 
environmental zone discussing below. 

51. It would provide huge economic benefits, fuel saving, access to the north via the Pacific Hwy 
quicker access to Hornsby Hospital for day and emergency access. Quicker response for Fire 
& Rescue services, reduced travel time for students to get to education facilities, access to a 
major shopping precinct and a major rail terminal.  

52. The cost of this road link would be a fraction of the cost of widening New Line and or Castle 
Hill Road to more than 4 lanes in the future and provide many more economic and 
environmental benefits.  
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Existing Quarry Road Upgraded 
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Hornsby Link Road from end of Quarry Road to Peats Ferry Road and Bridge Street intersection 
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POTABLE WATER SUPPLY 
1. 

Sydney basin since the sixties, understands inadequacy of the potable water supply 
reticulation since the sub-division of the larger blocks into generally, 2ha (5 acres) or 10 ha 

 
subdivision at Round Corner, Kenthurst, Dural, Galston and Glenorie Villages. 

2. When I moved into the Rosebank Estate at Round Corner in 1971 the water supply pressure 
progressively dropped off in summer months and by 9-10 am completely stopped until late 
afternoon. This required saving water in saucepans for daily use and in the bath tub to flush 
the toilet. This was mainly caused by the then remaining larger horticultural production 
properties using potable water for crop irrigation in high demand times and parts of the 
Rosebank Estate were above the hydraulic grade line. Many Horticultural properties did not 
have water meters and just paid and annual agriculture fee for bulk water use. 

3. A Round Corner water main by-pass was eventually constructed in order to separate the 
village at Round Corner from Annangrove Kenthurst mains following sever bushfires in 
Annangrove and Kenthurst when I recall 12 or so houses were destroyed and low water 
pressure was a contributing issue. 

4. Progressively over the next couple of decades the viability of commercial horticulture and 
agriculture, decreased for a number of reasons including lot sizes, potable water costs 
increasing, and demise of small local fruit shops with the rising influence of supermarkets 
purchasing in large volumes from wider NSW, interstate and imports.  

5. The reduction of water use for horticulture purposes (and we should not be using potable 
water for horticulture or agriculture in any case) was absorbed by continued 2 ha subdivisions 
as well village development as noted above. 

6. However there has been very little, if any, refurbishment or amplification of the potable water 
supply. This is very evident in the event of fires. It is difficult to provide a sustainable water 
supply for bush fires but the current distribution system in many areas has difficulty in 
supplying sufficient flow and pressure to a single appliance to boost it to firefighting 
pressures.  

7. Water supply (lack of) was evident in the recent fire at Galston High School where supply 
was backed up by carting water to the site in tankers. 

8. The most interesting omission in the current South Dural proposal is the lack of 
information and any commitment by the developer to upgrade the potable water system 
regarding the potable water supply infrastructure required to service the project.  

9. The current South Dural proposal has practically no information regarding the potable water 
supply requirements. Section 4.2 of the infrastructure report has only three short paragraphs 
and 2 costed items totaling $1,820,000. It seems that these items relate to internal water 
reticulation and lead in connections from the street mains.   

10. There is no information on any external supply infrastructure to the site. It seems to indicate 
the developer is relying on the Sydney Water Growth Strategy in 2020 but do not seem to 
indicate who will provide and pay for this future infrastructure 

11. In the 2013 South Dural Proposal - Infrastructure Report Appendix G, Item 2, Potable Water 
(from the Council WEB site) prepared by Maunsell/AECOM in consultation with Sydney 
Water in 2008/9, identified extensive service upgrades would be required supply the South 
Dural Proposal.    

12. The following are quotations from the Maunsell/AECOM Report: 
 

 

Dural Water Supply System currently supplies approximately 16600ha including the 
areas of West Pennant Hills, Castle Hill and Cherrybrook.  
This supply system is fed from the Prospect North and East Ryde Delivery Systems. 
Water is pumped via Water Pumping Station WP129 from the 1200mm diameter 
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Prospect to Thornleigh main into the three Dural South Reservoirs (R112, R158 and 
R288) located at the north east corner of the development area. The reservoirs also 
provide a water supply via Dural South Pumping Station WP14 to Dural Elevated 
Reservoir R39 in Galston Road, Dural that serves the large rural areas north of 
Round Corner as well as the villages of Round Corner, Galston and Glenorie. The 
Full Service Level of the existing Dural Surface Reservoir and the Elevated Reservoir 

 
of Existing  

Sydney Water has advised that the existing potable water infrastructure in the area is 
insufficient to supply the development area. Sydney Water has indicated that the 
construction of an additional 4ML Elevated Reservoir located at the existing elevated 
reservoir site at Dural on Galston Road would be required for the development area 
to be serviced. The existing water pumping stations at Pennant Hills (WP129) and 
South Dural (WP014) will also require upgrading. New inlet /outlet mains to the new 
reservoir and amplifications to existing water mains in Galston Road and Old 
Northern Road are required.  
2.5 Potable Water System without Dual Reticulation 

 
 

System Equipment Description of Works 
*Preliminary Cost 

Estimate   ($ Million) 

Pennant Hills WP129  Upsize 4 pumps 1.00 
Dural South WP014   Upsize 4 pumps  0.95 
Dural Elevated Reservoir  Construction of new 4ML Elevated 

Reservoir 
5.60 

Trunkmains From Dural South Reservoir to 
development area 3km of 375mm pipe. 

4.40 

Galston Road main 
amplification 

610m (amplify from 375mm to 500mm) 
1.3 

Inlet/Outlet mains to Dural 
Elevated  

200m of 600mm pipe 
0.50 

Old Northern Road DSP main 655m of 300mm pipe 0.75 
 TOTAL 14.5 
 Cost per lot $5000 
Note: *Cost data provided by Sydney Water  Does not include developer reticulation costs  

 
 

water supply system to service the proposed development. Sydney Water has 
indicated that there is a viable option to bring potable water into the site. This involves 
the construction of a new 4ML elevated reservoir on the existing elevated reservoir 
site at Dural on Galston Road, construction of inlet/outlet mains and the amplification 
of water pumping stations at Pennant Hills and Dural South. The developer will also 
be required to lay approximately 3km of trunk main from the new reservoir to the 
development site and amplify existing water mains in Galston Road and Old Northern 

Road  
13. I must be missing something! There are many questions here. If the above potable water 

infrastructure was required in 2008/9 for the South Dural Development and part of the 2013 
submission, why is it not mentioned in the 2016 proposal? What has changed in the last 7 
years? If this infrastructure is still required who will pay for it? Keep in mind the above costs 
were applicable 7 years ago. What is the current cost? How much of this infrastructure is 
directly related to the South Dural Development. 
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EDUCATION FACILITIES 
1. The Education Department has 

additional schools. From reports in press the department seems to be happy to absorb (or cram 
in if necessary) students into existing schools and fiddle with catchment boundaries if 
necessary. 

2. The NSW Education Department has been very fortunate that there are five major private 
schools in the surrounding district generally catering for K-12 and all but one less than 5km 
from the South Dural Development. There are many other competing high schools (public, 
private and selective) in the surrounding suburbs including a public technology high school at 
Cherrybrook. 

3. The two schools that fall into the South Dural catchment are Dural Public Primary School and 
Galston High School. Both are excellent public education facilities. Both my daughters 
attended these schools. One is now a high school teacher and the other a Sonographer.  

4. Galston High, is a comprehensive co-ed community school, located on 9 ha (22 acres) of rural 
land providing space for an extensive agricultural facility. It also offers many VET courses. 
The student catchment area stretches up the Hawkesbury River. 

5. Galston High was designed as a Code 800 school, i.e. 800 students and student numbers in 
recent years have been around 750 so is slightly below design capacity. The number peaked 

 
6. I recall Cherrybrook Technology High School was also designed as a Code 800 school (it 

may have been less) but is current catering for more than 2000 students. Not much room for 
more students here. The area is only 4 ha (10 acres), small for a high school with 800 students 
and a sardine tin for 2000 students. 

7. A Vision for New Public High School? 
It does not seem to be well known in the community that the education Department owns a 
high school site in Derriwong Road less than 100m form the northern end of the South Dural 
development site. The site is DP34969 Lot 1. I recall the site is 7.5 ha (18.5 acres), a bush 
block in a quieter, off main road location with two frontages to Derriwong Road. 

8. The Derriwong site was, as I recall was compulsory acquired by the Education Department, at 
about the same time as the Galston Site for (40+ years ago) for what was, in effect, for the 
same school, (but that is another story!) and the school was built a Galston, as it was larger 
and more suitable for agriculture. 

9. The good news is that the community still has a great site for a new public high school. The 
key question is why we need a new public high school when we can just cram another 600-
800 or so students into Galston, as this has been done before and seems to be ok with public 
education. e is any connection between overcrowded public schools and 
the attraction to private schools! 

10. In addition, what significant  program could be offered, that is not available, in other 
a new high school 

at Dural?  Following a quick review of the Education Department Schools WEB sites reveals 
that there is a gap in the availability of a public, dedicated Performing Arts College. 
Why a performing Arts College in Dural?  

11. A performing Arts College would provide more diverse range of study options with Galston 
offering a comprehensive co-ed community school with space for an extensive agricultural 
facility and Cherrybrook a co-ed technology focused high school. 

12. A Co-ed performing Arts College would be part comprehensive and the other part selective 
Performing Arts, with supporting curriculum as noted below. The selective part of a 
Performing Arts College would attract students from a wider catchment, but locals would get 
preference for places where they pass the selective schools application process. 

13. As the site in located in The Hills LGA and on the border of Hornsby LGA it can cater for 
students in the existing communities and also the proposed South Dural development. 
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The Facilities 
14. The site is ideally suited for a Performing Arts College as it has two street frontages at 90 

degrees in Derriwong Road. The first frontage adjacent to Old Northern Road end of 
Derriwong Road could be the administration, officers, library, and general purpose open plan 
learning spaces, science and physics labs etc.  

15. The second frontage, facing north, would be the major performing Arts Theater (with, say, a 
minimum of 600 seats) with public entry foyer, fully tiered seating, stage, orchestra pit, fly 
loft, lighting, sound etc. and a full sized stage rehearsal space below and storage for scenery, 
props and a set construction workshop and wardrobe storage and costume design and 
production workshop. 

16.  To one side and adjoining the main entry foyer would be a large flat open plan space with 
sliding dividing walls for public dance performance spaces and functions etc. and some 
permanent dance studios. A commercial kitchen to cater for students and functions would be 
included at the rear this side of this complex. 

17. On the opposite side, the drama theaters, at least two, with different configurations and 
lighting, sound etc. A TV/film production studio, Sound recording studio and Music labs, say, 
three with different configurations and sizes, a band rehearsal room and orchestra rehearsal 
room. All these learning spaces should have some seating for audience participation. All the 
facilities must emulate professional industry performance spaces,  

18. To the rear of the above buildings would be an indoor fitness centre, as performers need to be 
fit. This would consist of an indoor swimming pool, permanent exercise gym, and, say, two 
netball/basketball courts and two indoor soccer pitches e.g. Futsal or similar. 

19. The site does not lend itself to providing a sports field (and this is not a focus of the college) 
but there are public sporting fields at Galston and in Quarry Road which could be utilized if 
required. A jogging track around the site may be another exercise option. The three main 
complexes would be linked by all-weather covered walkways. 

20. Off street parking for staff and senior students (which often need to travel outside school bus 
times) must be provided. 
The Curriculum 

21. The curriculum would include the core academic subjects such as English, , Science, 
History, Languages (particularly the ones associated with the performing arts),  

22. The performing arts curriculum would include Acting, Music, Singing, Dancing, including 
Classical Ballet, Tap, Jazz, Modern and other forms depending on demand.  

23. Supporting curriculum would include Direction and Production, Chorography, Anatomy, 
Health, Dance Teaching, Stage Management, Venue Management, Set and Prop Design and 
Construction, Costumes design and production, Lighting, Sound and Recording, TV/Digital 
Film Production. VET courses are available for some of these curriculum areas. 

24.  The ideal arrangement in my opinion and the key purpose of the College is to develop gifted 
students in their respective crafts.  Therefore, the core academic curriculum would have 
nonselective and selective and strands.  

25. The Performing Arts curriculum would all be selective and open to students who have 
demonstrated gifts in these craft skills and would be accepted by the normal selective 
Education Department processes in association with the College. Study in these crafts would 
be a lead-in to higher education courses, production companies and specialised performing 
arts organisations.. 

26. The supporting curriculum would be nonselective and open to both selective and nonselective 
students. Many of these have highly transferable skills and may lead into other studies and or 
employment areas. 
Design, Development and Construction 
The Performing Arts facilities need to be designed and developed by people experienced 
designing arts complexes and in the complex technical requirements which will emulate real 
life experiences in professional performance venues and supporting areas which make it all 
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require a dedicated design team with specialised skills in the various technical areas. 
27. As the site is located in a bush setting it can be integrated in to the landscape. Please note 

that the existing bushland and trees are regrowth and not natural bushland. When the 
site was acquired by the Department it was a mainly cleared grassed site in similar 
condition to the adjacent 2ha sites. I am not suggesting it should all be bulldozed, but 
sufficient clearing of the regrowth will be required for the footprint of the buildings and most 
of the under story removed to provide shaded open spaces and  bushfire protection between 
the grouped facilities. The building design should be sympathetic with and integrated into the 
rural site.  
Funding 

28. How would a Performing Arts College be funded? Normally the Department of Education 
would be responsible for funding a public College. However, if the use of some of the 
facilities were made accessible for community use when not used by the College this could 
attract part funding from other sources. 

29. The land is located in the Hills LGA and I understand The Hills Council is seeking a venue 
for a performance space to replace the old venue in Castle Hill, If this is the case the Council 
and Education Department may be able to come to a funding arrangement for sharing the 
main tiered auditorium (which could be enlarged to, say, 1000 seats with a gallery) and 
function spaces. 

30. Such an arrangement would provide the College with real learning opportunities for the 
students in venue management, production and staging and relieve Council from recurrent 
management and technical staff costs. It would allow community organisations to use the 
facilities at a much lower cost than privately operated venues, while still providing some 
income for the school for recurrent costs. Technology changes constantly in these areas and 
needs up grading regularly. 

31. It is likely that a performing Arts College with community access would also attract funding, 
in cash or kind, from businesses and corporations involved locally and or engaged in 
servicing professional performing arts organisations. The performing arts also tend to attract 
philanthropy grants and donations. These could funds could be used for equipment and or 
scholarships for students. 

32. The only down side with community access is that additional car parking would be required. 
Footnote 

33. The Greater Sydney Commission has just released the Draft North District Plan but there has 
not been sufficient time to review this document (167 pages) in any detail before submissions 
close for the South Dural Development.  

34. However, from a quick review it seems the Draft North District Plan would fully support the 
above vision for shared community Performing Arts College in Dural located on a vacant 
existing Lot owned by the Department of Education. 

35. The relevant references to the Draft North District Plan are: 
 4.7.2 Foster the creative arts and culture 
 Liveability Priority 8: Support the creative arts and culture 

 4.7.3 Create opportunities for more recreation and community facilities 
 4.7.4 Support planning for shared spaces 

 Shared spaces: Pilot project,  
 Action L15: Support planning for shared spaces 

 Liveability Priority 9: Share resources and spaces 
  
 4.8.1 Education infrastructure, and 

 4.8.2 Plan to meet the demand for school facilities 
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THE NORTHER SYDNEY ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ZONE - FULL STOP  
Introduction 

1. The Proposed South Dural urban residential housing subdivision highlights the urgent need to 
place a full stop in further development of urban residential subdivisions in the 
environmentally sensitive urban areas on the southern slopes of the northern rim of the 
Sydney basin.  

2. The Proposed South Dural urban residential housing subdivision highlights the urgent need to 
place a full stop in further development of urban residential subdivisions in the 
environmentally sensitive urban areas on the southern slopes of the northern rim of the 
Sydney basin. 

3. The South Dural residential proposal has been floating around for many decades and 
irrespective of whether it is approved, modified, or rejected it is time to draw a line in the 
sand (sorry sandstone) around the ridges and gullies and pockets of rural residential properties 
competing with urban horticultural and agricultural pursuits. Where do we draw the line? 
Refer to map below for proposed boundary of The Northern Sydney Environmental 
Protection Zone proposed perimeter.  

4. The boundary will need tweaking but encompasses the general area which should be 
protected from further mass urban residential development. Much of the land is protected 
reserves. The area has five village areas including Round Corner Village, Kenthurst Village, 
Dural Village, Galston Village and Glenorie Village. 

5. The Government and Sydney Water have clearly defined the residential boundaries of 
Galston Village and Glenorie Village with the defined Pressure Sewer assess. Dural Village 
residential area is very small cluster of housing (50-60 houses) and is currently not sewered. 
Kenthurst Village is not sewered but the boundaries have remained for many years. All of 
these villages have some form of service centre, eat-in and take away food facilities. 

6. Round Village area has been defined and not expanded for over 40 years. The area is sewered 
and now part of the Castle Hill sewer system. Round Corner has a major shopping precinct 
which is to be expanded. Round corner is the capital of retirement villages in the northern 
Hills area. They surround the southern and western side of the village. They are becoming de 
facto residential subdivisions. This needs to be addressed in the rounder corner area. 
Protection and Future Development Mix 

7. The essential requirement is to prohibit any further urban residential subdivisions and any 
expansion of the existing residential village subdivisions identified above. Only minor tidying 
up of the existing villages, being permitting for internal subdivisions (within the current 
boundaries) of existing residential zoned land, would be permitted where a reticulated sewer 
is available. 

8. The remainder of the Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone would remain a 
minimum 2 ha subdivision area and further subdivision to 2 ha lots should be limited or 
prohibited in favour of retaining the larger existing lots. This will permit more flexible uses of 
the land. 

9. We must stop building houses on the edge narrow ridges and in bush gullies where they are 
exposed to bushfires and risk the lives of the residents and firefighters trying to protect 
dwellings, which should not have been approved in the first place. Thousands of houses have 
been constructed in Hornsby, Cherrybrook, Dural, Kenthurst and many other areas that are 
unnecessarily exposed to bushfires risks. 

10. All residential properties in the environment protection zone must have specified cleared 
setbacks from bushland of, say, minimum of 50 m and up to 100 m in higher risk areas and in 
addition, meet the bushfire zone building codes and have sprinkle systems in critical areas. 
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The proposed Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone 
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Vistas 
11. The vistas along the ridge top roads must be protected. All new building construction must be 

located so the roof line does not interrupt the existing vista from a car travelling along the 
road. Fencing, planting of trees and or shrubs would be prohibited where they would block 
the existing vistas. This would particularly apply to the western and southern sides of old 
northern road with spectacular views across the Sydney basin. 

12. Addition population growth can still occur on 2ha lots where granny  flat buildings are 
permitted. Lots 4 ha and larger where they are suitable for cluster housing or community title 
developments and meet bushfire protection setbacks and do not block out existing vistas, will 
also marginally increase population balanced with other uses. These developments are ideal 
on blocks which have mostly non-arable land.  

13. There will continue to be a conflict between passive rural residential occupation, usually on 
2ha Lots, where people just want to live in a bushland setting with lots of space, privacy, 
large houses, swimming pools, tennis courts and a few horses etc. and whole sale horticulture 
and or agricultural pursuits and industries such as extraction of sand and other building 
related products and food processing and commercial activities such as road side stalls and 
retail nurseries.  

14. However, these arrangements have developed over the last 4-5 decades with the introduction 
of 2ha subdivisions and changing demands for agricultural and horticultural production in the 
Sydney Basin. Generally, this mix has co-existed without serious conflict. Future planning 
controls must ensure that all these and any additional activities are and compatible. 

15. Conflicts usually arise from misunderstanding of the various actives and whether you 
can see them, hear them or smell them! For example in the proposed  Norther Sydney 
Environmental Protection Zone, Pig farms should not be permitted and in ground horticultural 
and agriculture or a mix of both undertaken in suitably (mostly in existing locations) on 
mainly arable lots.  

16. This should not exclude a mix other activities, but existing and new commercial horticultural 
and agriculture activities in the zoned areas have priority over other activities in the zone in 
regard to sight, noise and smells. People who moved into these zones must be advised in 
writing that it is an in ground horticultural and agriculture zone and they may be 
inconvenienced by adjoining or adjacent activities. 

17. Conversely, in ground horticultural and agriculture activities should not be permitted or 
encouraged in areas where the mix is largely 2ha passive residential or the land in located on 
ridges and or ridges with little arable land or bush blocks which would require major tree 
clearing. This would not prohibit horticulture for private consumption and or small numbers 
of livestock including horses. 
Rainfall and Water 

18. Water availability is the biggest constraint on all horticultural and agriculture, 
particularly, for in ground horticultural and agriculture. There are significant 
variations in weather patterns in the Sydney Basin.  

19. I have undertaken extensive water management and irrigation studies and research involving 
rainfall patterns, yields and evaporation in the Sydney Basin in relation to urban horticulture, 
commercial horticultural, agriculture and sustainability of sporting facilities over the last 30 
years. This involved reviewing hundreds and hundreds of pages of rainfall and evaporation 
data, often dating back to the commencement of records.   

20. One of the key issues is the lack of understanding of the topography and climatology of 
the Sydney Basin region. The western Sydney basin falls in the Bureau of Meteorology - 
Climatic Region 5. In 1979 an extensive study of the weather Patterns in the Sydney Basin 
were undertaken under the direction of Mr V.J. Bahr NSW Regional Director of the NSW 
Office of the Bureau of Meteorology. 
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21. The above study has been out of print for many years and no longer available. However, I 
found from my extensive research that there has been no significant difference in weather 
patterns since the study was undertaken. Bahr reported 25 droughts in the Sydney Basin since 
records were kept so there have now been 26 including the most recent one. Some early 
droughts we more sever but shorter duration.   
The following extracts are references from: Bahr, V. J, Armstrong, J. G, et al. 1979, Climatic 
Survey Sydney  Region 5, NSW: Bureau of Meteorology. 
 

Abstract  

South Wales. 
There are significant variations of most climatic elements within the region. 
Rainfall distribution is largely dependent on topography and average annual 
rainfall is found to be greatest over elevated regions close to the coast and 
over the Blue Mountains. On a monthly basis rainfall is generally heaviest 
near the coast in June but further inland the wettest month is February or 
March; September is generally the driest month. Summer is the wettest 
season over inland parts and spring the driest over all of the region. 
The highest 24-hour rainfall recorded in the area was 574 mm at Cordeaux 
River in 1898. In Sydney, rain falls most frequently with winds from the east to 
south quadrant. Snow falls on an average of ten days per year on the highest 

 
 

Bahr describes Sydney Region 5 as: 
ends from Lake Macquarie southward to Garie Beach 

on the coast and thence inland to the Shoalhaven River, which forms part of 
the boundary. In the west, part of the boundary runs along the Wollondilly and 
Colo Rivers.  
 
This region includes most of the catchment of the Nepean-Hawkesbury River 

well as the catchments of minor streams such as the Parramatta, Georges 
Refer to the map below for details, from Bahr 

(1979) 
 
The region is saucer shaped with a gap in the central eastern side connecting 
the coastal strip with the plain of the Nepean-Hawkesbury River, which is 
about 30 km from the coast. Westward from this plain the country rises in a 
short distance to over 1000m at the top of the Blue Mountains, which together 
with the eastern slopes of the Central Tablelands, form the western rim of the 
saucer. To the north of the plain, the rise is about 450m to the top of the ridge 
lying eastward from the Great Dividing Range towards Wyong. To the south, 
the rise is more gradual along the river valley. The country reaches elevations 
of over 760m in the vicinity of Robertson.  
 
South of Port Hacking the coastal range rises from about 150m to 600m just 
west of Wollongong and north of Sydney rises from about 150m near broken 
bay to 450m on the northern boundary of the Nepean-Hawkesbury 
catchment. The region includes the Sydney metropolitan area. 
 
Topographical features influence the climate in many ways. Winds are 
deflected and lifted by orographic features thus affecting rainfall, 
temperatures and moisture content of the air. Proximity to the coast is also a 
factor influencing the climate .  
Refer to average annual rainfall map below, from Bahr (5) (1979) 
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From Bahr (1979) 
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22. In short, the analysis of this study and the weather data records show that the southern slopes 
of the northern rim of the Sydney Basin are largely located in a rain shadow. While the Map 
above indicates average rainfall of 700-800 mm on the toe area and slopes the dry weather 
rainfall data indicates falls of 600mm or less in dry periods. These can extend up to three 
months with 30 days of no rainfall. The data reveals that a line drawn between Windsor and 
Camden demonstrate decreasing falls well below 500 mm in dry periods in the Camden LGA. 

23. We are great at designing drainage systems which collect and dispose of storm water in a 
controlled manner which does not exceed the Greenfield runoff.  However, we a very poor at 
harvesting and retaining water for Irrigation. Even in in most residential subdivisions, we fill 
the dams, in and build houses on then, and then there is no water for irrigation for sporting 
facilities and we have to use potable water, at great cost to councils to maintain playing fields 

24. In practice these weather conditions make the harvesting and storage or water for commercial 
in ground horticultural and agriculture on small lots restrictive. This is further exacerbated by 
the Water Act 2014 and Greater Metropolitan Region Unregulated River Water Sources 
which limit the amount of runoff water which can be harvested from a property to 10% and 
restricts extraction from river/creek water sources when the flow reduces in dry periods to 
maintain environmental flows. 

25. Therefore, in general terms, the southern slopes, including the South Dural site, which is 
mainly 2 ha lots. The maximum harvestable water rights dam permitted in the area in 
accordance with the online Department of Primary industries office of Water calculator is 200 
m3 or 200,000 litres. A water licence is required to have a larger storage and no new licenses 
are being issued and must be purchased by trading water licenses.  

26. Realistically, with an actual rainfall at 600 mm per annum, is 12,000 m3 and maybe, up to half 
lost to evaporation and deep percolation, leaving 6000 m3 for irrigation. As a general rule, if 
half the property was irrigated, 400 m3/ week (less any effective rainfall) would be required 
for most in ground horticultural and agricultural cropping. Therefore only 40% to, say, 60% 
of the required annual water is available. 

27. Clearly there is insufficient water available for any form of in ground commercial 
horticultural and agriculture in the majority of the Northern Sydney Environmental Protection 
Zone as proposed in this submission.. This does not preclude other intensive forms of 
horticulture where recycling the water may be possible, including hydroponics, shade houses, 
glass houses and efficient drip systems. However, these methods require high up front capital 
costs which may impact on the economic viability of small ventures. 
Tourism 

28. The Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone can be promoted as a tourist destination 
(bus trips) and a weekend country drive for many Sydney residents. There are already many 
attractions including retail nurseries, an animal farm, Fagan Park, restaurants, cafés, art 
studios, and bush walking tracks and more attraction could be easily added.  

29. The area has always been associated with fresh in season food. However, since council 
permits were required and the rules change several years ago, limiting fresh food road side 
stall sales to produce grown on the properties (as local production fell stall holders we going 
to the Sydney markets for supplies) and concerns regarding traffic on narrow roads, these 
stalls were drastically reduced. There are also some irregular weekend growers markets. 

30. These fresh food stalls and growers markets could be revived in the Northern Sydney 
Environmental Protection Zone, by allowing fresh produce to be sold that has been strictly 
produced in the zone. This would also help promote revival of small scale horticultural 
production, as a few small produces could grow a verity of crops and have one or more 
commercial outlets, through road side stall and growers markets. 

31. The sales activities would need to be approved (may be licensed) by Councils in suitable 
locations, appropriately sized, and where parking is available. Maybe a drive in drive out 
arrangement or adjacent to existing reserves. 
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Future Tourist Attractions 
32. The area has significant historical appeal as Old Northern road was built by convict labour 

and further along the toe of the zone Windsor and Richmond are very old towns. This history 
could be reflected in development of old wares barns where people can come out from the 
city and browse for artifacts, paintings old books, old building material etc. 

33. The cost of suitable large properties in the city tends to make these activities impracticable 
where they are competing with high rise apartments for the land. Maybe one or more 
museums with old tractors, farm equipment and cars could be established in Zone. 

34. Extraction industries for building and construction will continue in the zone and existing and 
new industries for local small scale food processing plants could be established with direct 
sales. This is down effectively in the Hunter valley wine areas.  Another opportunity is to 
salvage and recycle trees which are cut down for various reasons from roadsides, under 
transmission lines, land clearing building, or bush fire setbacks, where they are to close to 
buildings and or damaging underground services. 

35. It is time we stopped turning these, often very large trees, into fire wood or mulch. Burning 
and or mulching just releases the carbon whereas milling the wood for furniture, toys, etc. and 
wood turning locks up large amount of carbon for decades. Almost any part of a tree of any 
size can be turned on a lathe into an artifact.  

36. All tree removal firms should be licensed be able to identify the tree species and assess the 
sections which can be milled into usable timber. They should either have a portable mill or 
transport the timber to a local milling site. The timber could be sold via the old wears barns or 

 
Footnote 

37. The Greater Sydney Commission has just released the Draft North District Plan but there has 
not been sufficient time to review this document (167 pages) in any detail before submissions 
close for the South Dural Development.  

38. However, from a quick review it seems the Draft North District Plan would fully support the 
above vision for the Northern Sydney Environmental Protection Zone as set out in this 
submission. 

39. The relevant references to the Draft North District Plan are: 
 Sustainability Priority 7: Improve protection of ridgelines and scenic areas 
 Action S3: Use funding programs to deliver the North District Green Grid priorities 
 Action S4: Develop support tools and methodologies for local open space planning 

 5.7 Managing the Metropolitan Rural Area 
 Sustainability Priority 8: Discourage urban development in the Metropolitan Rural 

Area 
 Sustainability Priority 9: Consider environmental, social and economic values when 

planning for the Metropolitan Rural Area 
 Sustainability Priority 10: Provide for rural residential development while 

protecting the values of the Metropolitan Rural Area 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                               
 
 


